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1. INTRODUCTION 

Criteria and methods for measuring objects based on nominal or ordinal properties have always 

been of interest in the social sciences. Composite indices, computed by means of scoring or index 

functions, are one of the most common methods to rank or measure objects based on different 

properties. Composite indices are employed in various fields of social sciences, e.g. to measure 

the quality-of-life in a country, the degree of corruption of governments, industrial 

competitiveness, environmental sustainability, institutional quality, or economic performance. 

 

However, the validity (and the robustness of the results obtained by the use) of composite indices 

has often been challenged due to unavoidable subjectivity in their calculation.
3
 This shortcoming 

contributes to the disparities in the conditional ordering of objects and limits their comparability. 

 

To address these issues we advocate the use of partially ordered set theory (POSET), which 

requires subjectivity only in the choice of the properties to be considered.
4
 As an application, we 

consider the measurement of the stringency fiscal frameworks as and compare the results 

obtained using the POSET approach with those obtained using composite indices (used in 

previous studies). 

 

The present paper makes the case for an increased use of POSET theory in the social sciences 

and provides a comparison of POSET indices and composite indices (from previous studies) 

measuring the "stringency" of fiscal frameworks using data from the OECD Budget Practices and 

Procedures survey (2007/08). 

2. METHODS 

2.1. POSET Theory 

POSET theory is presented in this paper as an alternative approach to construct composite indices 

and ranks of objects. While employed in natural sciences, where it has proven as a reliable 

methodology for computing robust indices and reducing the requirements for subjective choice to 

a minimum, it has to the best of our knowledge not been applied in the social sciences so far. The 

application of POSET theory is advocated also for practical reasons by reducing the subjectivity 

in the assessment of indices and fully exploiting the available information. According to 

Brüggemann and Patil (2011) and De Loof et al. (2008) partially ordered set theory offers the 

possibility of ordering objects conditional on their characteristics. It is considered as an efficient 

alternative to composite indicators computed by index functions since the assignation of scores to 

each property is reduced to an ordinal rank. There are also established methods for checking the 
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sensitivity of POSET indices with respect to the selection of properties (the remaining subjective 

choice) (Brüggemann and Patil, 2011).  

 

We define a set 𝑂 of 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁 objects (depicted by 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑂) with 𝐽 corresponding properties as 

𝑞(𝑥𝑖) = (𝑞1(𝑥𝑖), 𝑞2(𝑥𝑖), … , 𝑞𝐽(𝑥𝑖)). These properties are ordered in a set 𝑄 as 𝑞(𝑥𝑖) ∈ 𝑄𝑗∀𝑗. 

Keeping this in mind, we define a partially ordered set as a set of objects ordered alongside their 

properties by the following relation: 

An object 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑂 is written as 𝑥𝑖 ≤𝑂 𝑥𝑖
′ if 𝑞𝑗(𝑥𝑖) ≤𝑄 𝑞𝑗(𝑥𝑖

′) where ≤𝑂 and ≤𝑄 are the respective 

binary partial order relations between objects 𝒙 and linear order relations between properties of 

these objects. Not comparable objects are written as 𝑥𝑖||𝑂𝑥𝑖
′ and are dealt with in the POSET 

theory by adding a linear extension approach, thus attributing a rank 𝑟 to every object 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑂. For 

two objects 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑥𝑖
′, the linear extensions are defined such that 𝑥𝑖 <𝑂 𝑥𝑖

′ implied 𝑟𝑖 < 𝑟𝑖
′. The 

set of all linear extensions of the POSET (𝑂, ≤𝑂) is denoted as 𝜀(𝑂). The set of linear extensions 

contains all possible rankings of objects  𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑂 obeying the POSET theory. Assuming that all 

linear extensions have the same probability and are uniformly distributed on an 

interval [0, |𝜀(𝑂)|], each rank of an object can be associated with a certain rank probability. 

Indeed, the expected value of the rank of an object 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑂 is given by 

𝑝𝑖(𝑟) = |𝜀𝑖
𝑟(𝑂)|/|𝜀(𝑂)| ( 1 ) 

for 𝑟 ∈ [1, 𝑛] where |𝜀𝑖
𝑟(𝑂)| is the number of linear extensions in 𝜀(𝑂) and |𝜀(𝑂)| is the 

cardinality of the set of linear extensions also referring to the number of elements contained in 

the set. By construction, the sum of all expected probabilities for an object 𝑥𝑖 is equal to 1: 

 ∑ 𝑝𝑖(𝑟)𝑁
𝑟=1 = 1. Therefore, the expected rank of an object 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑂, also referred to as averaged 

rank �̅�𝑖 is written as follows: 

�̅�𝑖 =
∑ [𝑟.𝑝𝑖(𝑟)]𝑁

𝑟=1

𝑁
 ( 2 ) 

The POSET approach of ranking objects and, analogously, generating index values relates on the 

number of objects contained in 𝑂 and on their properties contained in 𝑄. As shown in 

Brüggemann et al. (2004), the computation of the approximate rank probabilities of more than 

𝑛 = 25 objects exceeds today’s computer capacities. We therefore apply the approach of 

Brüggemann et al. (2004) that addresses this issue by calculating the approximate average rank of 

objects using Local Partial Order Model techniques. 

2.2. Data 

The OECD dataset was collected during 2006 and 2007, as a revised version of the 2003 survey, 

using an online questionnaire for senior budget officials of 97 countries. It contains 89 questions 

on the countries’ fiscal frameworks. In general, each category contains questions with a given set 

of prescribed answers, containing information on i) whether fiscal rules, restrictions, transparency 

or other requirements on the fiscal authority in the budgetary process exist, and ii) if so, how 

stringent they are, and iii) which legal basis (constitution, law, informal rule) they have. In our 

analysis, we choose those questions matching as close as possible the ones included in the 

calculation of fiscal composite indices in previous studies. 

3. RESULTS 

This section compares the two methods (Composite indices vs. POSET) to construct indices of 

fiscal frameworks based on the literature: ACIR (1987); Bohn and Inman (1996); Wagner (2003); 

Alesina et al. (1999); Filc and Scartascini (2004); Von Hagen (1992); Gleich (2003); Debrun et 

al. (2008).  
 
Investigating the degree of similarity between POSET theory (yielding POSET indices) and 

index functions (yielding Composite indices), 19 indices yielded by both methods are compared. 
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Correlation coefficients are reported in Table 1. The principal shortcoming of composite indices 

lies in the assignment of points to particular characteristics of fiscal rules and budgetary 

procedures and the choice of weights is highly subjective that can lead to large sensitivity in 

response to varying point schemes and weights. In opposition, POSET theory reduces 

subjectivity to a minimum.  

Table 1. Correlation of Composite Indices and POSET Indices 

   Differences* 

Index Spearman Correlation Kendall tau (indices) 
Mean & 

(Std. Dev.) 
Min Max 

ACIR      

Category I 0.60 0.60 0.35 (0.18) 0 0.75 

Category II -0.52 -0.54 0.59 (0.19) 0 0.69 

      

Bohn and Inman      

No Carry Over 0.99 0.96 -0.00 (0.11) -0.45 0.53 

Governor Veto 0.91 0.89 -0.02 (0.10) 0 0.48 

      

Wagner      

Deposit Rule 0.96 0.95 0.40 (0.14) 0.25 1.13 
Withdrawal Rule 0.64 0.58 0.76 (0.19) 0.38 0.88 

      

Alesina et al.      

Total 0.59 0.46 0.22 (0.23) -0.46 0.85 

Borrowing Constraint 0.62 0.52 -0.11 (0.25) -0.77 0.66 

Agenda Setting 0.92 0.79 0.04 (0.14) -0.44 0.36 

      

Filc and Scartascini      

Fiscal Rules 0.65 0.47 0.26 (0.12) -0.00 0.68 

Hierarchical Procedures 0.81 0.70 0.56 (0.20) 0.06 1.00 

Transparency 0.38 0.32 0.37 (0.19) -0.02 0.95 

      

Von Hagen**      

Total 0.84 0.65 0.78 (0.07) 0.63 0.86 

Negotiations Structure 1.00 1.00 0.75 (0.00) 0.75 0.75 

Budget Approval  0.69 0.57 0.72 (0.05) 0.64 0.81 

Budget Implementation 0.85 0.68 0.78 (0.04) 0.67 0.85 

Budget Rules 0.89 0.75 0.77 (0.07) 0.66 1.13 

      

Gleich      

Total 0.77 0.59 -0.08 (0.20) -0.44 0.44 

Preparation 0.80 0.66 -0.06 (0.21) -0.26 0.26 

Legislation 0.82 0.68 -0.00 (0.22) -0.79 0.79 
Implementation 0.79 0.67 -0.05 (0.20) -0.63 0.63 

      

Debrun et al.      

Expenditure Rule 0.73 0.57 -0.22 (0.27) -0.73 0.25 

Revenue Rule 0.36 0.29 -0.15 (0.37) -0.62 0.52 

Budget Balance Rule 0.69 0.55 0.03 (0.24) -0.55 0.38 

Debt Rule 0.44 0.34 0.14 (0.34) -0.66 0.60 

Notes: * Mean differences and standard deviation of these differences between the replicated indices and the POSET indices from the 

literature as well as the minimum and maximum difference value. Composite indices are divided by maximum index scale (see Table 1) in 

order to be standardized between zero and one. All correlation coefficients contained in Table 4 are significantly different from zero (at the 

5 % level). ** Replicated indices based on methodology by Von Hagen (1992), data taken from Hallerberg (2003). 

 

The results reveal interesting features of the interrelationship between composite and POSET 

indices: the large majority of correlation coefficients reported in Table 1 are high, indicating that 

the POSET indices are approximating their counterparts based on an index function approach (or 

vice versa). Moreover, all correlation coefficients (for both Spearman’s correlation coefficient 

and Kendall tau) are statistically significant. We find that POSET indices are very similar to 

composite indices if the underlying basis of questions or number of NA’s is small, i.e. where the 

subjective choices are not so important due to the small amount of possible weightings or 

selections. If the datasets and fractions of NA’s are larger we do find larger difference between 

the two approaches as POSET allows considering more information in the index calculation. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The OECD dataset is shown to be suited to replicate many fiscal rules measures from the 

literature and therefore enables a comparison of the composite indices with indices based on 

POSET theory. We compare POSET and composite indices of fiscal rule (using the same set of 

questions as previous studies but the full country sample)and find partly large similarities 

between indices obtained by POSET theory and composite indices. Of course, the large 

correlation for part of the indices does not necessarily imply that the used of these two kinds of 

indices in econometric analyses yields the same results. Overall, we argue that POSET indices 

can serve as an (more) objective benchmark for the measurement of performance and ranking 

analyses.
5
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POSET theory has been shown to be a well suited alternative to composite indices. It allows to 

fully exploit available information for the ordering of objects conditional on their properties, 

yields measures that are less sensitive to subjective decisions, improves comparability, and 

simplifies the calculation of rank indices by making designation of properties, assignation of 

weights and deletion of objects with missing data unnecessary. 
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